The Orbiter Models A and B Lift features a unique lift design that provides an impressive entrance as it quietly rotates the projector into presentation position. Ideal for small ceiling spaces, it can also be installed in an angled ceiling or wall. Model A is designed to accommodate smaller projector sizes. Model B is designed to accommodate larger projector sizes.

**FEATURES**
- 110 and 120 Volts.
- Two sizes available, models A and B.
- Lift positions projector directly below ceiling.
- Includes ceiling closure panel in white.
- Includes universal-style bracket for easy attachment of a variety of projector models.
- Wall switch standard.
- Lift finish is black.
- WARRANTY: One year against defects in materials and workmanship.

**OPTIONS**
- **Controls:** IR or RF remote control, or integrate into your control system.
- **Accessories:** Angled Ceiling adaptor, ceiling access door(s). Environmental Airspace Housing to isolate projector from environmental airspace above ceiling.

**SIZES**
- **Maximum lifting capacity** up to 26 lb (12 kg).
- **Model B** accommodates larger projectors.

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**
All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: draperinc.com/documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit: draperinc.com/liftmounts/projectorlifts.aspx

Optional accessories such as environmental airspace housing isolates and secures your lift and projector from the space above ceilings.

The Orbiter Models A and B Lift can be installed in an angled ceiling or wall.